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Right from the start, Will Munro 
established a theme: underwear. Yet 
he constantly varied it across media. 
Consistency and variation, though, 
tell us very little about his practice.
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There was nothing theoretical about Will’s practice but thoroughly practical. It was
practical in two ways: the way his work was put together and the e=ect it was to have.
The >rst was technical, the second organizational. By this we do not mean that his
artwork was formally self-contained, the >rst referring to its style and the second to its
form. Technique and organization were connected within another framework in both
their ethos and principles: a social framework. The >rst was a means to identify; the
second was a means to form community. It was Will’s achievement, in so short a span
of time — only a decade — to fuse these two forms of identi>cation for himself. In the
process, he created a community around him, both implied within and extending beyond
his artwork, knitting the strands of many into a collective collaboration.

There was nothing complicated about Will’s work. Look at the way it developed. It’s
evident right from art school. He didn’t have a métier: painting or sculpture. Underwear
was his medium — and the exhibition he produced while at the Ontario College of Art
and Design, from which he graduated in 1998, consisted solely of it. But that didn’t
make him a >bre artist. A skateboarder, he borrowed from the street. He didn’t follow a
discipline; rather he had adaptive principles: copy, modify, individualize. De-disciplinized,
he had to learn it himself. His was an aesthetic that developed from punk DIY: “Here
are three chords. Now go form a band.” Or a zine. Or a music club.

FAG TAG

Underwear was malleable, which does not mean one size >ts all. Nor was it malleable
just because it was transformed from one medium or artistic convention to another.
Underwear was part of Will’s expanded practice. Strategies were forms of distribution
that varied a message. Take “fag.” Look at how this word was utilized and transformed,
resulting in its distribution. Here are some examples drawn from what we now can call
an archive, which we had the advantage of sifting through while preparing the exhibition,
but which are not actually Will’s artwork. They range from a design for gra;to to a
stamp for a tag, from a nametag to bling (Figs. 1-4). 

All these manifestations of identi>cation and implicit queer activism began when Will
was still in art school — even before, when he was a teenager. On the one hand, as
gra;to or tag, “fag” was a way of claiming space for oneself in the street, though the
act was anonymous. Will’s tagging added another iconography to the fabric of the land-
scape, an iconography that was also a political message. It was a matter of what would
become a dominant strategy for Will of proliferating references, choices, histories, and
heroes, and making them public. On the other hand, the fag nametag or fag bling
were means of embodying identi>cation, of risking it personally, right on one’s self.
Will’s work would always move between these two dimensions of self and environment,
individual and group activity.

Whenever Will tagged as a teenager in Meadowvale, the Mississauga suburb where he
grew up, it had nothing to do with any machismo claim to physical and visual space.
Rather one starts with the word and decorates it, turning it into ornamentation, almost
embroidering the word as if, proudly, it was a patch. In the emblematics of cultural
belonging, the patch, which is sewn, perhaps rather than the pin, which can be removed,Figs. 1-4
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is the prime symbol of the alienated outsider who is also a quali>ed insider. Quali>ed,
because that community may yet to be, or the individual is yet to belong to it in a func-
tional way other than through this signi>cation: one has yet to >nd like others. But the
sign is put out there in order both to signify and circulate.

Later, when Will had gathered a community around him, posters would signify the
same function as a patch to attract others. The poster was a patch — a very public patch.
The poster was used for obvious promotional purposes but it was also directed to “all
the freaks out there.”1 But posters as well were used just as much to fragment audiences
for his various other clubs, for those people who were attracted to speci>c music genres
Will spun at Peroxide, No T.O., Moustache, Miserable Mondays, XEROX, Chunk, and
7th Heaven. If Vazaleen was about inclusivity of communities, these other clubs were
about their singularity.

THE Y-FRONT

Will Munro would be the last person you could attribute resentment to, yet in the end
his work comes down to a pair of Underoos and a dispute with his mother for not
buying him the superhero underwear when he was a child.2 Note, however, that this is
no psychoanalytic airing of dirty laundry here. Will’s art was pretty much on the surface,
however much he wanted to bring the private into the public through men’s briefs. Yet
Underoos could be taken as the model for the customized “superhero” underwear he
would go on to create from concert T-shirts of metal bands and punk groups through
which the wearer could identify and act out.

The other story he o=ered for the origins of his underwear work is of an OCAD Intro-
duction to Sculpture class assignment to “bring a special object to class that isn’t really
functional, but is special to you.”3 It was in exercises such as these that underwear became
a medium to manipulate in the service of another form: such as stu;ng the boxes of a
Donald Judd type sculpture. It was during these student years that he built his wall of
underwear for an exhibition in 1997.4 Not having seen this work, we can assume that
there was a certain gestalt to its installation: detailed up close but its character as under-
wear disappearing when one took in the expanse of wall, blinding in its whiteness. 

Underwear would persist in this hide-and-seek role in his >rst exhibitions at Who’s
Emma (1998), a Kensington market anarchist bookstore, where an anarchist ?ag,
balaclavas, and skull-and-cross-bones pirate ?ag were made of black underwear, or in
his Boys Do First Aid (2000), where various medical apparatus (stethoscope, hypodermic
needle, re?ex hammer, doctor’s bag, etc.), plus nurses hats were constructed from white
underwear, or a standard medical stretcher made of it. Likewise underwear was used as
both >gure and ground for his wall hangings exhibited here, the >gures illustrating >rst
aid techniques (making an arm sling, staunching a wound) delineated by contrasts of
fabric highlighted by stitched embroidery. But in both exhibitions underwear >gured
otherwise as well, that is to say as itself. For Boys Do First Aid, a red cross was sewn to
briefs. At Who’s Emma, Will deconstructed Y-front underwear leaving the seams of its
fabric armature and elastic waistband intact and >lled in the panels with punk patches
and political slogans.

1. Carl Wilson, “El Mo offers Queer
Night for ‘All the Freaks Out There,’”
The Globe and Mail (21 January 2000).

2. “His underwear obsession began, says
Munro, when his mother refused to 
buy him Underoos, a kids’ brand of 
underwear from the '70s and '80s 
with the likes of Batman and Aquaman
superimposed on them. He hated 
his white briefs. ‘They were clinical 
and sterile. They weren’t very sexy. 
It just felt very repressed. I wanted 
Underoos so bad.’” Mitchel Raphael, 
“Relying on the Cleanliness of 
Strangers,” National Post (6 July
1999), B9.

3. Ibid.

4. Two-person exhibition with Chandra 
Bulucon, Nora Vaughan Gallery, June 
1997. The invitation for the exhibition
provoked an article by right-wing 
columnist Michael Coren. “If the 
likes of William Munro are forming 
this country’s art—and the man is 
by no means untypical—we are all 
involved and we are all damaged.” 
Michael Coren, “In Society Today, 
Used Underwear is Art,” Toronto Sun
(June 1997). The article led bears and 
leather daddies to come out and 
protect the exhibition!
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In these cases, underwear was no longer a neutral, malleable material to be transformed
into another object. Rather, it kept its form but changed its “content.” Will had adopted
underwear because it was readily accessible as a material: he would buy it in bulk from
Goodwill Buy the Pound stores. But in its >rst use it had been a blank surface of almost
modernist purity —“le blanc souci de notre toil”— that was adapted to other ends or forms.
(In its nameless industrial manufacture, underwear was the epitome of anonymous
serial repetition.) Now it would still be underwear but carry other signi>cations.

Underwear still had the same accessible character in that it was available to all, in
every sense: on the one hand, everyone was the same; on the other hand, sameness was
the ground of individuality onto which to embroider an adopted image. Underwear
was generic (clinical, sterile, repressed), but it could be exposed, individualized, and
animated … if you put people in them. For Munro’s 2002 Underwear exhibition, which
turned the gallery Zsa Zsa into a boutique, proprietor Andrew Harwood wrote in the
press release, “Will encourages people to try on the underwear and exercise their sexiness
— the consumer as performer.” The clothes rack on which dozens of pairs of underwear
hung already implied that the gallery could be just as much the backstage dressing area
of a fashion show and the collection of polaroids, displayed in a grid on the wall, gave
visitors license to try on the goods, to pose and perform in this storefront.

That Will began to pose people in his underwear suggests he wanted to liberate the
implicit performative character of his modi>ed underwear through the explicit acting
out of his friends. There are scores of polaroids, matching the scores of modi>ed under-
wear he made, as well as contact sheets of modelling sessions. Some of these images
began to be published in fashion magazines or culture rags establishing his “specializa-
tion.”5 In advertising his handiwork, media collaborated in disseminating Will’s “new
sort of fetish.”6

Underwear was further modi>ed to emphasize its shared singularity, a solidarity that
made it dysfunctional: “I’m making stu= that’s more performative-oriented now. Like
Y-fronts with penises that are Siamese.”7 Or triamese: Y-fronts that were threesomes
(Fig. 5).8 Shortly before his Zsa Zsa Underwear exhibition, Will created an underwear
fashion event at Remington’s, a men’s strip club, where he also conducted a DJ night
with Luis Jacob called Moustache later in 2005 and 2006. “I’ve been making functional
underwear lately, not just visual object underwear, and I want to see it on live bodies.
I’m exploring di=erent types of masculinity with the underwear — for instance, you
might see a big muscle guy wearing a pair of pink unicorn underwear with feathers.”9

Exploration of masculinity and reversal of gender stereotypes went hand in hand with
turning a male-only club into a zone of inclusivity. This was Will’s way.

WE COULD BE HEROES

Will liked to dress up with his friends and created thematic events as an excuse for it.
In retrospect, the years Will was active as an artist, the >rst decade of the century, was the
great dress-up, performative, party period of the Toronto art scene (the queer art scene,
we should specify) that Vazaleen especially exempli>ed. “In its lewd, spontaneous,
hysterical and glamourous way Vazaleen de>ned a new Toronto aesthetic, a playful and

5. Notably Bruce LaBruce, “a boy’s own 
skivvies,” Dutch 39 (May/June 2002), 
72. LaBruce also took the photographs
for this article.

6. RM Vaughan, “Opening Up the 
Y-front: Will Munro’s war against
conformity,” Xtra! (2 May 2002), 27.

7. “The Art Fag,” Now Magazine
(26 June 2003), 37.

8. Will was one of the costumed figures
in Mississauga Goddam’s music video
and “performed” in Hidden Camera’s 
Golden Streams music video that 
same year in 2003.

9. “Sometimes the gay world is very 
narrow in its perception of what is 
masculine [hence his selection of the 
“men of steel” male-only strip club 
for the event] — so I’m trying to get 
a huge selection of body types for 
the show. Bears to fairies to boy-girls.
Toronto has some of the world’s best 
boy-identified gals. But right now I 
really, really need some bears. Big 
bears. But bears are so shy.” “Opening
Up the Y-front,” 27.

Fig. 5
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endlessly inventive mode of presentation that encom-
passed everything from lesbian prog-rock to tranny
camp to vintage punk to good old-fashioned loud-
mouthed drag.” 10 But it was not only Vazaleen. This
spirit encompassed Tops ‘n’ Bottoms (Karen Azoulay
and Joel Gibb), The Westside Stitches Couture Club,
not to mention Will and fashion designer (and WSCC
associate) Jeremy Laing’s Virginia Puff-Paint creations
and performances (2003 and 2004), and can be seen
in Hidden Camera’s music videos, such as Mississauga
Goddam (2003) (Fig. 6), or Kids on TV’s video Break-
dance Hunx (2006). 

Although fun, dressing up was not merely frivolous.
At times the costumes, devised on the spot from piles
of thrift shop clothes, accessories, and just plain stu=,
as in Tops ‘n’ Bottoms and WSCC get togethers, were
extravagantly absurd: hybridity hybridized. That was
the point. At other times, costume roles were assumed
that referenced actual persona: as when Will dressed as
Pee Wee Herman, a member of the new wave band
DEVO, Klaus Nomi, or Leigh Bowery. Some choices
were more signi>cant or intentional than others, at least
Nomi and Bowery were.11 Klaus Nomi and Leigh Bowery
were models of sorts. They epitomized dressing up.
Dressing up was their raison d’être, their art form,
“modern art on legs,” as Boy George described Bowery.
If ever there were super freaks on the scene, they
were: Nomi, an operatic tenor who sang soprano

falsetto to New Wave beats while costumed as a robotic alien; Bowery, for whom clubs
(he created a famous one, Taboo) were a canvas for his extravagant, body-transforming
and deforming, ever-more outlandish costumes. (The extraordinary Leigh Bowery was
also a fashion and costume designer — for Michael Clark Company, for example, in
whose dance company he also performed — a performance artist, and also created the
two bands: Raw Sewage and Minty.)

Nomi and Bowery were pedagogic choices. Identi>cation through costuming with one’s
heroes was also a means of teaching the history of one’s predecessors. Will went on to
memorialize Nomi and Bowery in two fabric hangings in his 2005 Blank Generation
exhibition at Paul Petro Contemporary Art. You could say that this exhibition was a
summation of Will’s interests, the way posters in a bedroom designate a teenager’s
passions. Indeed, this was the simulated case in Will’s short Super 8 >lm, shot by Scott
Treleaven, You Will Dance to Anything (2000), his submission to “The Search for Art Fag
2000,” where Will pasted punk, hard-core, hair, and glam band posters and photographs
to the walls of a gay bathhouse cubicle. 

As a portrait of his interests, the exhibition progressed from the fabric hanging Hardcore
Babylon (with its simulated record cover references to various hardcore bands); to the

10. RM Vaughan, “Generation V,” Toronto
Life (September 2007), 33.

11. He also had himself made up as the
Aladdin Sane Bowie on the June 26,
2003, cover of Now Magazine.

Fig 6. Production still from the Hidden 
Camera's 2004 Mississauga Goddam music
video (with Will Munro and Luis Jacob)
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Nomi and Bowery hangings as well as a Nomi Vest (Fig. 7);12 to mirrors with club
names silkscreened in hot pink; to psychedelic prints altered by vinyl text reading “new
wave not war”; to a pink neon sign — “no tears for the creatures of the night”— installed
on a set of prints with motifs combining General Idea poodles and a Bowery out>t; to
revised Pink Floyd posters, silkscreened with the AIDS slogan “silence = death”; to a set
of prints named Dead Guys; to an installation of two turntables (with turntable mats based
on Klaus Nomi’s logo) and a boom box separated by two large afghan-covered pyramids. 

The exhibition encapsulated his interests and activities: favourite bands, artists, and
performers; clubs he admired and sought an a;nity to through his own club Vaseline,
which likewise was included among the club mirrors; his DJing; as well as his queer
activism. In the end, the exhibition was not only a portrait; it was a manifesto. Similarly,
the title, Blank Generation, based on Richard Hell’s punk anthem, was not so much a
punk throwback to the heady days of 1977 as much as it sounded out a contemporary
lament for a generation devastated by AIDS or for successive ones, which Will belonged
to, bereft of history. This exhibition was to >ll that need. These were not just idols but
“dead guys” who had succumbed to AIDS, such as Nomi in 1983 and Bowery in 1994.
The Dead Guys prints referred to legendary queers who had left a legacy: Leigh (Bowery),
Darby (Crash), Andy (Warhol), John (Sex), Quentin (Crisp), and Klaus (Nomi). Last
names were not necessary since their personas su;ced, a fact that also suggests the
intimacy of identi>cation. The exhibition was meant to recover this legacy, not only in
commemoration but replay. It was a sign of a reprisal — of acknowledging history by
asserting past queer principles and aesthetics in the present. This would be teaching by
doing, even while having fun. 

Look at the mirrors (Figs. 9-10). By means of this emblem of vanity, the mirrors interpose
the names of dance clubs within looking, but not just as consumerist logos or signs of
the pursuit of pleasure. (The mirrors were not just for primping but leaving one’s mark,
as if written in pink lipstick. They were means of inclusion, of seeing oneself in and
through one’s identi>cations. Will’s Vaseline mirror was a ri= on the cover to the New
York Dolls 1973 album, their name trailing o= similarly in a lipstick case.) Each name
signi>ed an a;liation Will wanted to assert: to clubs that hosted punk and new wave
bands, such as Max’s Kansas City and Mudd Club (from the mid 1970s to early 1980s);
or that promoted outlandish dress and make up, such as London’s Blitz, origin of the
New Romantics, in the early 1980s; to queer a;liated clubs that virtually invented the
craft of DJing, such as Paradise Garage, with its predominantly black, Latino, and queer
membership (for a decade from 1977–1987); or that brought punk and drag together
such as the Squeeze Club (for seven years until 1993); or that pioneered radical drag
such as the East Village’s Pyramid Club, of Lady Bunny Wigstock fame (opening in
1979); or that had the same ethos Will would bring to Vazaleen of breaking out of the
gay segregationist straitjacket, such as Montreal’s Sex Garage (ending in 1990). Toronto
got a nod for its Boom Boom Room (1988–1993), with its queer Boys Night Out from
1989 on and its Dyke Night from 1991–1993, the >rst queering of Queen Street West
through dance clubs.13 These were the contexts Will wanted to recreate in Toronto at
the beginning of 2000 through Vaseline/Vazaleen, and he continued his education
project by bringing to perform there some of those legendary >gures of the New York
club scene and queer underground such as Jayne County, Joey Arias, Jackie Beat, Lady
Bunny, and Miss Guy.14

12. Nomi Vest (2003), though made of 
photocopied paper, was a wearable 
compendium of musical commitments
to Klaus Nomi, Kraftwerk, Sigue Sigue
Sputnik, Chicks on Speed, Joy Division,
New Order, Grace Jones, PIL (Public 
Image Ltd), Giorgio Moroder. Its making
was concurrent with another of  
Will’s clubs, Peroxide (2002–2009), 
which was devoted to electro and 
new wave music. This work vest 
was a cut-and-paste couture that 
Luis Jacob tells us he once saw Will 
wear while DJing there.

Figs. 7-8
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Vazaleen was a chance to live in the moment but not forget the past. Will said of his
club in 2002: “I try to promote queer culture and queer art in a context that most people
don’t think artistic — a bar…. At the same time, I want the parties to highlight queer
rock history, to show people where the things they take for granted come from. A lot of
performance art comes out of rock culture. Think of people like Little Richard, or Carole
Pope, who invented an entire way of presenting yourself publicly as queer. A lot of artists
my age use this material, these strategies, but they have no idea of the history. I’m one
of those information hungry people, and I’m intrigued by the queer history of rock.
That ?ashy, dragged out, messy, and dangerous feel of queer rock totally in?uences my
art and how I present my art.”15

It was important for Will to trace histories back to queer sources and equally important
to show others in this queer consciousness raising. Will was teaching by including
himself in the lineage. This is why it was critical for him to import queer underground
icons as if they were a natural part of the surroundings here in Toronto, which Vazaleen
itself was becoming, “natural,” that is, as a place “for all the freaks out there,” as Will
described it. Will was not doing something essentially new, except for Toronto. Not only
the queer performance history he wished to continue to delineate, Will took as ethos
these clubs’ example of creating inclusive spaces. Will responded to the exclusionary
ghettoism of Toronto’s gay village but also the divisions of the city’s music scene: not
Church Street (i.e., queer) because he was punk; not punk because he was queer.16

This was a double bind dilemma he sought to overcome by opening Vaseline (soon
renamed Vazaleen due to a spat with the manufacturer), whose >rst poster advertized
DJ sets of “hardcore rock, punk, glam, metal,” then later added garage and New Wave into
the DJ mix. Essentially important for him was the welcoming of women. “I was deter-
mined to get women to attend and I did it in a really simple way. I put lots of images of
women and dyke icons on the posters and ?yers — groups like The Runaways or singers
like Nina Hagen and Carole Pope. I wanted women to know instantly that this was their
space as much as anybody else’s.” 17 Not just promoting a club night, Vazaleen posters
promoted safe spaces for women and queers — and for everyone in-between.

Music was a means of community for Will and his dance parties wedded punk to disco
(to take a generic term for dance) by embodying both their ideals. Disco, as Vince Aletti
said, “was much more driven by an underground idea of unity.… Love is the message.” 18

And as Richard Hell said: “That is the ultimate message of the New Wave: if you just
amass the courage that is necessary, you can completely invent yourself. You can be

13. People make out that Will single-
handedly created Toronto’s outside-
the-gay-ghetto Queen West queer 
scene, but we are sure he would want
us to acknowledge the role DJ Denise
Benson played for her various dyke 
nights.

14. Also the likes of Nina Hagen, Carole 
Pope, The Slits, ESG, The Toilet Böys, 
Kembra Pfahler of The Voluptuous 
Horror of Karen Black, Cherie Currie, 
and many others played live. As well, 
Glen Meadmore and Vaginal Cream 
Davis performed. Will was an early 
supporter of Peaches and Hidden 
Cameras through their appearances 
at Vazaleen.

15. RM Vaughan, “Opening Up the 
Y-front,” 27.

16. Toronto’s Bruce LaBruce and 
G.B. Jones’ punk-queer zine, J.D.s
(1985–1991), which invented the
terms “homocore” and “queercore,” 
was a precursor in this.

17. RM Vaughan, “Generation V,” 34.

18. “In terms of disco as an underground 
force, would you say Studio 54 was 
the beginning of the end? It totally 
got rid of the democracy of the 
party. It was the beginning of disco 
becoming a business of a whole other
sort. And, I thought, really unattractive.
I would never go to a place where I 
had to worry about whether they 
would let me in or not. I think it was 
destructive to have a velvet rope. It 
was completely against the idealism 
of disco and the community of disco.

“There’s a scene at the end of the Last
Days Of Disco one of the characters 
has this very idealistic speech where 
he says disco was a whole movement.
It was funny, but it was really true 
and people felt that. They felt disap-
pointed that the idealistic quality of 
it was being trampled over, in favour 
of money and celebrity. As much as 
disco was glitzy and certainly loved 
celebrity culture when people came 
to clubs, there was never a sense of 
it being driven by that. It was much 
more driven by an underground idea 
of unity. If it was idealistic, what 
would you say was the manifesto? 
Love is the message.”

Bill Brewster and Frank Broughton,
“DJhistory Classic Interview: Vince
Aletti,” Juno Plus (17 November 2009):
http://www.junodownload.com/plus/
2009/11/17/dj-history-classic-interview-
vince-aletti/

Figs. 9-10
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your own hero, and once everybody is their own hero, then everybody is gonna be able
to communicate with each other on a real basis rather than a hand-me-down set of
societal standards.”19

THE SEMIOTICS OF STITCHING

Some techniques and embellishments you may wish to explore include but
are not limited to: embroidery, piercing, screening, weaving, rushing, cross-
stitchery, dyeing, appliqué, puff-paint, pleating, studding, beading, macramé,
knitting, iron-on transfers, faggoting, felting, recycling, couching, tufting, 
digital printing, crocheting, etc…

— Westside Stitches Couture Club invitation 

Will was not just a punk rocker; he was a stitcher. Stitching binds his practice. On every
scale, from small detail to large e=ect: from personal articles of clothing such as his
home-made lacey-skull Mis>t icon T-shirt, to his wall hangings, to the communal
practices modelled on sewing or quilting bees. Stitching is the metaphor for the social
connectedness he pursued in his work, the tie that binds — which extends beyond his
art practice per se to events such as Vazaleen. Vazaleen, too, can be considered part of
his art practice — as an environmental performance he orchestrated. 

Stitching >rst of all was an individual practice, a handicraft. It contributed to something
handmade. Farming out fabrication of artwork was something Will adamantly abjured.
Stitching, though, has not always necessarily been elevated as an art form. It took femi-
nists to make that happen. So stitching, on the one hand, recalled something that was
debased as domestic, but also, on the other hand, referenced a lesbian crafting tradition
that Will, a self-identi>ed lezbro, a;liated himself with.20 Even in the most macho of
signi>cations, he would insert a subversive feminism— as when he sewed fabric from
a granny dress into the male armature of his underwear or composed the panels of it
from found crochet material. Stitching was social; it signi>ed communality but also caring.
This was apparent from the start in Boys Do First Aid, whose images of caring and giving
>rst aid were taken from Boy Scout manuals. In a way, the exhibition and performance
were about bringing the ethos of scouting to AIDS caring: that  of altruistic helping.
Will was a Queen’s Scout after all.21

Stitching was self-fashioning — as a collective activity, though, within and by means
of a collaborative community, that is. The Westside Stitches Couture Club was such a
gathering of like-minded souls (Toronto’s “ridiculous and glamourous sewing party
and performance posse,” as Mike E. B. put it) 22 whose participants might get together
for a T-shirt relay, a division of labour that bene>tted everyone in an absurdist assembly
line that issued ?amboyancy; for a Sash Bash, whose beauty pageant couture products
might be paraded in the 24-hour supermarket next door to Will’s studio at 3:00 in the
morning; or for a fraternity or sorority hazing (sponsored by the AGYU in 2005) where
some of the products crafted were felt heraldic shields mimicking fraternity signage.
Some of these activities were obvious parodies of straight rituals of belonging but intended
to counter-produce queered emblems of that solidarity. (A Shame sash [Fig. 11] >gured

19. Richard Hell, as quoted by Clinton 
Heylin in From the Velvets to the 
Voidoids: A Pre-Punk History for a 
Post-Punk World (New York: Penguin
Books, 1993).

20. Will has been the only recipient of 
an exhibition at the Montreal feminist
gallery La Centrale, which restaged 
his Inside the Solar Temple of the 
Cosmic Leather Daddy exhibition 
(April 15–May 15, 2011). Will made 
several lezbro jackets, with images of
a fisted butterfly on their backs, for 
several women who were aiding him 
late in his life.

21. The Boy Scouts’ ethos (“A Scout is: 
Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, 
Courteous, Kind, Obedient, Cheerful, 
Thrifty, Brave, Clean, and Reverent”) 
continued to define Will’s character, 
though with some potential deviation.

22. Mike E. B., “The Westside Stitchers’ 
Couture Club: Sew and Tell,” Hive 3 
(2004), 18. Begun by Will Munro and 
Jeremy Laing in 2003, WSCC also 
consisted of core members Luis 
Jacob, John Caffery, Zavisha, Lorraine
Hewitt, and Mark Buck. Will and 
Jeremy collaborated on two Virginia 
Puff-Paint projects, one at Zsa Zsa 
in 2003, the other as part of the 
AGYU exhibition Sinbad in the Rented
World in 2004. See the catalogue 
Philip Monk, Sinbad in the Rented 
World (Toronto: Art Gallery of York 
University, 2004) and artists’ book 
Jeremy Laing and Will Munro, Pavilion
of Virginia Puff-Paint (Toronto: Art 
Gallery of York University, 2006).

Fig. 11
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23. Will also initiated a flocking mail 
art project.

24. Will was ambivalent about the 
symbolism of the rainbow queer flag.
“Rainbow-fication is a pretty picture. 
‘All the colours of the rainbow! We all
fit in!’ The pink triangle is something 
people had to wear. It’s a historical 
symbol of the most devastating thing
that could ever happen to a culture. 
It’s innately radical and political to 
be proud and own that, to say, ‘We’ll 
never let this shit happen again.’” 
Sarah Liss, “The Shit-Disturber,”
Now Magazine (26 June 2003), 37.
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prominently in Will’s counter Pride event, Shame, a Vaseline/Vazaleen opposition to
the mainstreaming of Pride.) Other activities, such as the community quilt project that
Will and Jeremy initiated for Emelie Chhangur and Alissa Firth-Eagland’s 2004 exhibi-
tion Sorry for the Inconvenience, were modelled on old-fashioned quilting bees but with
the twist in this case that fabric squares were solicited and returned through the mail,
then sewn together in a two-day street event. Will and Jeremy signed o= their appeal
with the slogan “May the stitch bond you,” emphasizing the solidarity of the project and
the passing on of knowledge and craft.23 On a smaller scale than the AIDS quilt, it was
a monument to community but it was also the ground for a non-judgemental mixing
of aesthetics.

WHO’S THE FAG MAN?

The fag man: this image traverses Will’s work. He appeared in Will’s >rst poster for
Vaseline (Fig. 14) and also in some of his very last works (Fig. 12, 17). Who is he? Or,
rather, what is he? Generic, he is an emblem of the leather daddy, a symbol of the gay
leather bar scene and its hard-core sexuality of the pre-AIDS 1970s. He is a mythical
>gure then. But he is also very much an image, an image that can be reproduced:
“he” is a reproductive image. The fag man is also the means for the reproduction of
an image. Amongst Will’s ephemera, he exists as a stencil and a stamp (Figs. 15-16).

The fag man was a way to create an image, by means of stamp or stencil. So it can be
taken as one other emblem of Will’s reproductive activity. We’ve talked of Will’s practice
as a stitcher and how this activity is a metaphor for his larger social concerns. Will was
also a photocopier. We all know the role the photocopy machine has played in DIY zine
culture. Will utilized it, too, in the making of his art. There is no shame in this: think of
Andy Warhol’s screen-printed paintings. It was a way, though, of accommodating his
skill set. An existing image could be transformed through photocopying, the way he had
done with stitching. The process helped as well to make things relevant for people by
appropriating iconography they could relate to. Will was a populist. Photocopying was
just part of Will’s strategies of recycling, revising, redistributing, and resurrecting. The
fag man, for example.

Will had already been diagnosed with brain cancer, so his last exhibition, in 2010,
would be a summation of sorts but also a means to come full circle to another departure.
Will’s spirit of recycling is found in his return to the symbol of the triangle, which links
his last exhibition, Inside the Solar Temple of the Cosmic Leather Daddy, directly to his
earlier exhibition, Blank Generation. In the 2005 Silence = Death, Will had altered the
iconic Pink Floyd light-refracting triangle by the addition of the AIDS activist slogan
Silence = Death. Doing so, he took something familiar and politicized it, o=ering a
double take to recognition. Indeed, the pink triangle hides behind any of Will’s use of
this geometric form but the Pink Floyd reference in 2010 shines once again through
his Infinity quilt, now with its double rainbow a healing motif, as if a symbol of the
input-output of positive thinking: what goes in is what comes out.24

This exhibition returns the triangle to its roots, not just its mystic origins but also to the
political appropriation, by queer activists during the 1970s, of the degrading Nazi pink

Fig. 13
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patch. Witness the untitled pink neon boldly advertising its status. Will set the scenario
of this exhibition, not just as a throwback to the uninhibited sexuality of gay leather
culture, but within the context of its post-Stonewall political struggles. Hence, the Q.L.F.
Triangle, Queer Liberation Front, that is, whose mirror triangulates a chain in the same
fashion as his club mirrors. (The third side of the triangle makes the otherwise limp-
wristed two sides strong, just like the inclusive third spaces Will nurtured through his
clubs.) The centrepiece of the exhibition was the Spider Sex Sling, with its real sex sling
lovingly cushioned by a crochet spread, its black leather set o= by the fabric’s vibrant
colours, the whole housed within the decorative framework of dangling spider plants in
hanging macramé holders. One can’t help but think full circle to Will’s 2000 >lm You
Will Dance to Anything where he lovingly teaches a leather daddy to embroider. Will
returns to the leather daddies of this period a care that was manifested during the AIDS
epidemic.25 But in so doing, once again, he sets up the past as a legacy to be considered
in the present, when he himself was being cared for by a circle of lesbians. 

The exhibition, though, transcended recent history to delve into the deep past — as far
back as Egypt in the time of the pharaohs. The exhibition was presaged by Leather
Pharaoh (2009), with the glorious return of the leather daddy, his image amalgamated
to that of a pharaoh, silk-screened on a mirror. In Solar Temple, he re>gures as the
Egyptian goddess Isis. (See page 116 and 120, where the leather daddy wears the head-
dress of Hathor, which Isis assumed in depictions when she assimilated this other
goddess’s functions.) This is a complex, syncretic image, for Isis was many things. A
con?ation, it was a summation image. “The ideas around eternal life and general ways
that death was viewed in ancient Egypt made me connect my culture to this imagery,”
Will said, presumably meaning queer culture.26

Among the goddess’s many attributes she was protector of the outcast, caregiver for the
sick, and patroness of magic. One of her symbols, which a boy scout and crafter could
appreciate, was the knot, allied to magic, and meaning “welfare” or “life”; but also related
to the ankh, it was a symbol of eternal life and resurrection. Married in Will’s image to
the pharaonic leather daddy, Isis is the perfect mother/wife but also protector of the
dead and, as such, a route to resurrection. At the end of his life, this is the emblem
through which Will wanted to convey his beliefs to us.

Take care, Will. Fare well.

   

25. Boys Do First Aid was not only an 
exhibition but also a burlesque per-
formance at Lee’s Palace, later the
site of Vazaleen, in which Will dressed
in drag as a nurse and bandaged 
an injured boy. The performance 
used elements from the exhibition 
as props, including the stretcher on 
which the boy was brought out. Will 
has said Boys Do First Aid was about 
his then boyfriend being HIV positive.

26. “I am not really interested in Egyptol-
ogy. I’ve never been to Egypt. I am 
white and really have no connection 
to the culture. But having a terminal 
illness has forced me to think about 
death. The ideas around eternal life 
and general ways that death was 
viewed in ancient Egypt made me 
connect my culture to this imagery. 
I am into the belief in eternal life after
death and myths about people living 
their whole lives to die. I think about 
it in terms of remembering, in ways 
that mark death as not the end of 
your life, but a kind of beginning. I’ve 
also always been interested in magic.
I’ve never been religious. My parents 
are part of the United Church, but I 
denounced that at a very early age. 
I think magic is the closest thing to 
faith I’ve had. I am really a believer 
and I look to it for power.” See Leila 
Pourtavaf, “Will Munro Believes in 
Magic,” later in this book.
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Fig. 16

Fig. 14 Fig. 15

Fig. 17
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WILL 
MUNRO
BELIEVES IN
MAGIC

Leila Pourtavaf

One of Toronto’s most prolific producers and promoter of queer culture,
Will Munro was a pivotal member of Toronto’s scene since the mid-nineties.
Whether it was through rousing events such as the monthly queer-rock
Vazaleen party, which he organized from 2000 to 2006, or the hundreds
of artist multiples and ephemera, such as the signature hand-stitched
underwear pieces that he produced over a decade and a half, or the
thousands of iconic queer records he spun throughout the city and beyond,
this boy imbued all things he touched with a sense of history, glamour,
and a punk rock edge. Will was also a close friend who had a profound
influence on me culturally, politically, and personally over the course of
the decade and a half that I knew him.
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After being diagnosed in 2008 with a brutal form of brain cancer, Will harnessed his
exuberance to >ght a beastly two-year battle. While his prognosis led to a signi>cant
shift in lifestyle, he continued to create and produce throughout these two years — at
times as a way to deny the ensuing reality of the cancer, but more often as a way of
surviving it. The culmination of this creative energy was a stunning body of work for
his solo exhibition, Inside The Solar Temple of the Cosmic Leather Daddy, which was on
display at Paul Petro Gallery in Toronto from February 26 to March 27, 2010, just months
before his passing. The show was both a continuation and a culmination of many of the
themes that had run through his previous efforts. Re?ecting on his more recent experi-
ence, Munro’s work embraced the sense of communal loss and remembrance by linking
his >ght against cancer to a history of queer struggles against HIV/AIDS. This was his
way of making sense of it all, both for himself and for those of us who were at a loss for
how to deal with the epic wound that his death would cause.

A few weeks before the opening of the show, Will and I recorded an interview for the
upcoming issue of nomorepotlucks —at the time, mostly as a way to promote the show
and tease out some of the ideas he had been working with. Over the course of a couple
of days, we hung out in various rooms in his house and talked about art, life, queer
community, and little bit of magic. The interview was published in the ninth issue of
nomorepotlucks just weeks before Will passed away.

LEILA POURTAVAF Your work often brings together really disparate themes and

images, and relates them to each other in ways that are uniquely marked by your

style. This show in particular brings together Egyptian iconography with punk

and queer imagery. Talk to me about some of the themes you’re working with in

the show.

WILL MUNRO The show is really about gay culture and a kind of relationship between
the past and now. The idea of death and the way it is viewed is something I am thinking
about a lot right now. For us, as queers, the eighties was really awful. We lost so many
amazing artists and so many amazing queers, and our community doesn’t really know
how to deal with death and loss. I wanted to present a more positive and hopeful way
of thinking about it. I revived some old liberation imagery of triangles and ?ags, and
related them to ideas about how things live beyond death. It’s funny, at the opening,
there were all these people standing around the spider sex sling installation, and there
were little kids playing in it. People kept asking me if it was okay, but I loved it. It looked
like some kind of weird worship zone and the little kids playing in it made it totally
about life, and worshiping life.

There’s a lot of Egyptian iconography in the show. It’s interesting because there’s

the huge King Tut exhibit on at the Art Gallery of Ontario right now, so in a sense,

your references are really contemporary, but you deploy the images in a really

different way. What is your interest in Egyptian symbols?

I am not really interested in Egyptology. I’ve never been to Egypt. I am white and really
have no connection to the culture. But having a terminal illness has forced me to think

above and opposite:
Source material from Will Munro archive
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about death. The ideas around eternal life and general ways that death was viewed in
ancient Egypt made me connect my culture to this imagery. I am into the belief in
eternal life after death and myths about people living their whole lives to die. I think
about it in terms of remembering, in ways that mark death as not the end of your life but
a kind of beginning. I’ve also always been interested in magic. I’ve never been religious.
My parents are part of the United Church, but I denounced that at a very early age. I think
magic is the closest thing to faith I’ve had. I am really a believer and I look to it for power.

You are working with queer history and your own personal story in really beautiful

ways. There’s definitely a sense of other-worldliness and magic in the show, a kind of

queer fairytale, but it’s also a very intimate space you’ve created. It might be because

you made everything in your living room and I saw it there over the course of a few

months, but I think there is a sense of intimacy that comes across in the show.

The center-piece is a bum sex sling! You usually see that in a bathhouse or sex club. You
don’t see it in an art gallery or a living room. And you don’t see it with these bright and
cheerful colors. I think the colours and the spider plants in macramé holders do create
an intimate vibe, but then there’s the leather sling! I made those macramé plant holders
myself, and all my friends really helped with the building of the sling and putting all the
elements together. My friend Rick constructed the structure and his wife >rst thought I
was making a macramé hammock. It’s not exactly a hammock, but you can lie in it!

The macramé is incredible, as is the fact that you learned how to macramé in the

past few months just for this piece. You’ve always been into both a DIY aesthetic

and approach in your art-making. But also, your work references feminist practices

of working with textiles. Why these commitments?

Learning to do labour intensive, hand-made crafts has always been something I’ve
been into. Even as a kid, I always wanted to help my mom with those kinds of things.
I remember asking my mom to teach me to sew, but she never had the time because she
was the bread-winner in my family. I mean, part of it is for sure that I am really inspired
by feminist art, and part of it is I like making things and working with my hands. I also
like to feel like I am producing my own work and learning new kinds of skills. When I
was in art school, I always looked down on people who got other people to help them
make their art. I always thought you should make your own art. You know, hand-sewing
things, making things from scratch, doing ridiculously crafty stu=, I thought that was
the only way you should make art. The only reason I unlearnt some of that was because
I was physically unable to do everything myself and had to get some help from friends
since I’ve been sick. Initially, I had a really hard time with it. But honestly it made me a
better person. I mean, I realized that my process before I got sick was always a bit
ridiculous. I took on crazy things on my own and really thought no one else could do
what I was doing and there was no way to share my skills.

I like the bringing together of feminist practice with images of masculinity in your

work. There’s the juxtaposition of gay leather culture and granny macramé aesthetic,
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but also your underwears do this. They are always men’s underwear, but they are

hand stitched and many of them use materials that evoke effeminacy.

I guess sewing and working with >bres is still thought of as being gendered. It’s weird
because so many men sew, but you still see people ?ip out a bit about it. Or macramé.
So many people were like “you’re gonna macramé???” But yeah, I just bought some
books at a second hand store for $3 and that’s how I learned. But also, I was a boy scout,
so I have a background in tying knots. It’s not so weird!

A lot of people who have been helping, both with this show and also in general

providing different kinds of support to you throughout your fight with cancer, are

part of a tight-knit queer community, one that you’ve been a very central figure in.

It’s a community you’ve helped build over the years. For me, being new to Toronto,

it feels amazing seeing that.

Well, it wasn’t just me. But yeah, I see what you’re saying. My whole situation has been
all about community and family. I mean just getting ill and going to the hospital and
there’s 40 people there with me! I’d never really spent time dealing with the medical
system and it was daunting, but people really amazed me. To give just one example, I
always worked independently and didn’t have full health coverage but my boss from a
gay youth line showed up when I was in the hospital with health coverage. I’ve worked
with them in various capacities for years but I was working there only a couple of days
a week, so it was amazing that they came through for me that way.

I think a lot of us have learned a lot from you about queer culture and having a

politicized queer community. For me, Vazaleen was really about that. I learnt about

so many different queer performers from those events, and it was also one of the

first parties I went to where there was a real sense of belonging, but it was also

super mixed and not just a fag or dyke scene. When you started Vazaleen, did you

think about it having educational value and as part of building something, or were

you just organizing things that you were really into and they ended up resonating

with lots of other folks too?

It’s a bit of both. All the people I’ve brought to Vazaleen were people I’ve been really
into. And a lot of them were long-term goals, like I really wanted to bring people
like Jayne County and her band, or the Toilet Böys, or Joey Arias because of his long
history of doing amazing performance. Or more old riot grrrl acts from Portland and
Olympia like The Need. That’s what I liked and that’s where I am from culturally.
There was a world of that in Toronto before I was around, and by the time I came here
in the nineties it had really died down, and I felt like the stu= that was happening was
not very imaginative. I also came from a hard-core scene where there really weren’t
too many gay people. People were nice to me, but I was never going to have a sex
life, or a fully ful>lled life within that community. I felt like I had to make my own
scene. So part of it was, not vengeful, but a reaction to that and the desire to want to
create, or recreate, a queer punk scene. And I really thought we could do it … set up
a social network where people can meet each other, have a sense of community, and

opposite:
Preparatory sketch
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feel like they can survive. And give a venue to performers who wouldn’t otherwise
come to Toronto.

There’s a lot of theorizing about gay culture as ephemeral and how it doesn’t get

archived properly and this is even more true of alternative queer culture. How did

you find out about stuff?

I came out of punk and went to art school, so it was the stu= I was really looking for.
I think once you actually start looking for it, you start to make your own connections.
You read people who speak about other people, and there were books, records, ‘zines …
there were a lot of elements left behind. But also, people talk. The thing about queer
culture is that it’s young, and a lot of people are still alive. Their stories are insane, and
the fact that a lot of the stories don’t get documented is really too bad. So for me a lot of
it was talking to people and >nding out what they did, who their in?uences were … I think
that’s mostly how I know my queer history.

I was talking to Onya about how cancer is our generation’s AIDS, not that we aren’t

dealing with AIDS still, but I guess it feels more like as a community, queers have

more of a grip on that now, whereas we are unprepared for cancer. I guess some of

this is what you are alluding to in the show?

The show is about making these kinds of connections between the plagues that we live
through. I mean, HIV is still huge. People still die from it. I use to go out with a guy who
was positive for a really long time and it’s weird because now, he’s trying to take care of
me. It’s role reversal because when we met, he was young and positive, and he was trying
to come to grips with it all and carve out a social network. And I was young, but also
trying to be a caregiver. I mean, I never would have said that then, but looking back at it,
it’s what it was. Now the tides have switched and now I guess we have to take care of each
other. I think I understand illness now a lot more. It’s not about HIV or cancer, but it’s
about health, and the human body and how it works. And the ways that sex and sexuality
intersect with illness. I mean, HIV is directly related to sex and so the links to sexuality and
gay identity are a bit more direct. Cancer is not a gay or straight disease, but if you are gay
and you have cancer, there’s a lot of weird isolation because you don’t necessarily know
a lot of other gay people who have cancer. There’s all these ways that you feel isolated. To
me, a lot of it is about coping, and how people come together as a community to cope.
With HIV/AIDS, because its e=ects were so pronounced on the gay community, people
mobilized around it. They came together and fought for each other’s lives.

That’s happening with cancer in a sense in the mainstream. There’s a lot of cancer

awareness campaigns, but in our community people don’t identify with the pink

ribbons, so I think we are still trying to figure out how do we deal with it all.

But I think we’ve come up with a pretty good thing. I am not complaining about my
community and my community of friends! You guys have really hit it home for me in
every way. I think we actually totally look out for each other.
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Yes. Of course, but it’s all these kind of makeshift unstable structures that we’re

building from scratch.

Yeah! It totally titter-totters!

But with HIV/AIDS, people have been able to come up with more stable, long-lasting

structures. And I think about how we can look back at that and learn from it.

Yeah. Completely. Dealing with the medical system is totally crazy and there’s no mobi-
lization of thousands of people where you could be like … give me good treatment and
access or we’re gonna shut you down. That’s not happening. I mean, it’s not just me,
this is going to happen to a lot of people and it already is happening to a lot of people.
People need to >gure out how to deal with it. There needs to be more organization and
more organizing. I don’t know if it’s going to be me who does it! But we’re mostly a
bunch of activists and socially aware people. We party, but we have brains and we know
how to deal with life and that’s what we’re gonna have to do.

Reprinted with permission from nomorepotlucks 09: anonyme, (2010)
http://nomorepotlucks.org/site/will-munro-believes-in-magic
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COSMIC 
LEATHER 
DADDY

Having known Will Munro since he was one of the cute 
young men I used to crush on who worked at the Midtown
Café back in the mid-nineties, and having been a good 
friend of his ever since, it’s impossible for me to write a 
review of his latest show, Inside the Solar Temple of the 
Cosmic Leather Daddy, with any sort of sense of objectivity.

WILL MUNRO: 
INSIDE THE SOLAR TEMPLE 

OF THE 

Bruce LaBruce
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It would also be completely disingenuous not to acknowl-
edge that his courageous struggle with a serious illness
over the past two years necessarily contributed to how
moved I was by the show. And although it may be inap-
propriate to mention it here, I feel compelled to register
my disappointment that there wasn’t more support for
the show in terms of sales. I hope the way we value and
consume art in the current mode of capitalist dementia
hasn’t become so disassociated from the pure motives of
love, respect and support for an artist — as opposed to the
>ckle and arbitrary qualities of marketability and hype —
that we can’t express our appreciation by purchasing his
work. Or is it a case of, as Elizabeth Taylor says to one of
her faggot friends who tries to bend her ear in the movie
X, Y, and Zee, “I’ve got problems of my own?”

As we all know, Toronto can be a cruel and unforgiving
city. What makes Will Munro so extraordinary as an
artist and a person is that he has not only remained true
to such a harsh mistress, but that he has also contributed
so substantially to the fabric and heft of this often male-
>cent metropolis. His dedication to community work
(having volunteered for a decade at an LGBT youth crisis
hotline) and to creating social and sexual stimulation for
the queer community outside of the decaying gay ghetto
(his wonderfully raunchy club Vazaleen; his participation
as founding partner of the revitalizing Beaver Café) is
unmatched, and notwithstanding an acerbic wit and devil-
ish irreverence all his own, he has done so with a sincerity
and conviction that leaves me, for one, profoundly humbled. 

What struck me about the artist’s latest show was the dialectic resulting from an old
school gay and punk sensibility (the two schools themselves distinct, but not unrelated)
combined with a new spiritualism that binds the movements, past and the future, in a
kind of mental Mobius strip. Far more historically distant than the signi>ers of gay
liberation of the 1970s — militant clone style, extreme sexuality, leather bar decor, the
secret insignias and coded signs of homosexuality (manifestations that retroactively
seem increasingly glamorous and politically charged as the movement becomes mired
in conservatism and institutionalization)— the spiritual underpinnings of homosexual
identity, also profoundly liberating, run through the show like an electric current. Homo-
sexuals have in (more) primitive cultures taken on the role of shamans, witch doctors,
and spiritualists, their outsider status valued and revered as a kind of transcendence.
These shamanistic practices often involved the use of craft and other homespun creative
endeavours. (The process of making craft itself is meditative, part of the ritual.) The
juxtaposition in Munro’s work of the seemingly super>cial signi>ers of seventies gay
leather culture with those of traditional craft (quilting, macramé, hand-stitched fabric, etc.)
binds these historically distant tropes of liberation, resulting in a synthesis of modern
homosexual identity. Homosexuals have always had a knack for being deeply (profoundly)

Bruce LaBruce, “a boy’s own skivvies,”
Dutch 39 (May/June 2002), 72.
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super>cial, but Munro’s work extracts from those surfaces a depth and breadth of 
historical references (reaching as far back as ancient Egypt) that necessarily inhabit
the homosexual unconscious. 

In his latest con>guration, Munro uses an appropriated leather sling (borrowed from a
Toronto leather bar!) as the room’s centerpiece, a homey quilt lying on top of it and the
four posts of the sling decorated with house plants, themselves in home-made macramé
slings (eco-porn?). The paradoxes evident here are almost staggering: these seemingly
irreconcilable forces — natural, unnatural, supernatural— act as a central vortex chan-
neling the gay energy of the room. On one of the four walls hangs a mirror of the type
you would >nd in a leather bar: the image of a leatherman’s head on an eagle’s body,
framed by a chain that is printed over it. This piece alone is so complex as to be di;cult
to parse, combining as it does ideas of gay narcissism, self-re?ection, obstruction, slavery
(the chain, bondage), and liberation (the wings). If this weren’t enough, its “mirror image”
on an adjacent wall presents a ?y with its wings spread under a white sun on a black
background, similarly framed by a chain (the work is called Scarab Denim Chain Sun
God ). Modern rituals of >sting and sexual excess are literally and symbolically re?ected
in>nitely in ancient symbols of worship, mediated by craft and homespun comfort. 

On the remaining two walls are triangles that also mirror each other: the >rst, a pink
neon triangle (full disclosure: I bought it); the second, a new version of Munro’s earlier
appropriation of the album cover of Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the Moon to create a
mash-up of Floyd’s triangle with the Silence = Death slogan — a brilliant synthesis of his
rock’n’roll/punk and old school gay identities. The former is a wonderful homage to the
General Idea idea of appropriating and glamourizing super-charged, sensitive gay
iconography (here, the Nazi death camp pink triangle). Munro’s neon piece (Untitled)
updates the original Act Up sign with the addition of a menacing black piping that
shadows the glam pink neon. It’s a classic, politically incorrect punk gesture: political
camp expressed through pure style.

On the adjacent wall, in mirror image, hangs Infinity, the appropriated Pink Floyd
triangle — white here instead of black. The triangle bends the colours of the spectrum
(the rainbow so dear to the friends of Dorothy) into pure white light — the vortex of
in>nity. The medium is hand-stitched fabric: a quilt echoing the famous AIDS quilt.
Here the artist, himself battling mortality, uses craft to transcend the limitations of
the body and its sexuality— the libidinous drive so central to the seventies ideal of gay
liberation. Finally, in this work, the body, absent from the sling, disintegrates into a pure
spirituality, and lives on in another dimension.

Reprinted with permission from C magazine 106 (Summer, 2010), 46–47.
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SEQUINS 
LAMÉ
FRINGE
SPARKLES
BEADS
LACE
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PATTERNS
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FLAGS
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SUPER HEROES 
CLOWNS
SPACE SHIPS
STARS 
CARTOONS
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KNITTING
CROCHET
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2000
January 21 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Fag Bar
Resurrection
Live performance: Queen Size S.H.A.G.,
the queens of country metal
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Chico drop Hardcore, Rock, Punk,
Glam, Metal

February 25 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Special Guest: 1-976 from Montreal
with Plastic Patrick
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Garage,
Glam, Metal

March 31 at El Mocambo 
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Special Guests: CJ Sleaze and the STDs
Gogo dancers: Charlie and John
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Garage,
Glam, Metal, New Wave

May 5 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
Special Guests: VYVYAN, All girl 
punk group from UK
Guest Appearance: Andrew Harwood
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Will Munro, and
Jeff Brown spin Rock, Punk, Garage,
Glam, Metal, New Wave

June 2 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Special Guests: MESSY T.O. Punk
Rockin Dykes and Suprise Drag
Performances 
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Will Munro, and
Jeff Brown spin Rock, Punk, Garage,
Glam, Metal, New Wave

June 23 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar,
Shame 2000
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
T.O.’s nastiest queers fight for the
Shame 2000 crown! Join in!
Pleasuredome screening curated 
by Scott Treleaven
Live and Interactive: PEACHES first

gig back from Berlin
Special Guests: Miss Guy of the 
Toilet Böys and Squeezebox NYC
Will Munro poops his diaper in shame 
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch spins Rock,
Punk, Garage, Glam, Metal

July 28 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
Special Guests: The FASHION
VICTIMS with members from the
Sinisters & The Intergalactic Rock Stars
Amateur Strip Tease Competition
DJs: Rawbrt, Miss Barbrafisch, and
Will Munro tag team with the disco
slut Tawny Le Sabre one night only
dropping Rock and Disco

August 25 at El Mocambo 
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Host: the lovely Tawny Le Sabre
Special Guest: Country cornholer
Glen Meadmore: hot, horny and born
again faggot ass cow punk from L.A.
Girls Mud Wrestling (including
Simone Moir, Cecilia Berkovic, 
Miss Margot, and more)
DJs: Dallas Goode, Will Munro, 
Don Pyle, and Andrew Zealley spin
Rock, Punk, Country, Glam Metal 

September 28 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Host: Canada’s Tonya Harding, 
Tawny Le Sabre
Starring (upstairs): New York Trash
Queen LADY BUNNY Wigstock 
Slut Wets Panties for 1st Toronto
Appearance!
Starring (downstairs): Montreal
Sophisto-Popsters The Dears with
Music for Map Makers
“Drag” Races (live low-rider bike races
including André, Miss Margot, Coco
La Crème, John Caffery, and more)
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
Metal, New Wave

October 27 at El Mocambo 
Vaseline presents: Vasoween
Costume Party
Host: the Queen of Mean 
Miss Tawny Le Sabre and her twin
sister Tanya (aka Miss Margot)
Special Guests: the SUBSONICS:
Sexy, glam trash rock from Atlanta
Haunted House and bobbing for
dildos plus costume competition 
with cash prizes 
Vaseline Super 8 Movies by Luis
Jacob and more
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Willy Wolfman spin Rock, Metal,
Punk, New Wave, Glam, Garage
Halloween Costume Party, strict
costume code in effect

November 24 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Host: Wendy O Wannabe and Tawny
Le Sabre and her twin sister Tanya
(aka Miss Margot)
Starring: Vaginal Creme Davis L.A.
‘56’7 Queen of Drag Punk Scene
Kicks Toronto’s Ass & SHAFTDRIVE,
ex-38 Caliber kittens T.O.’s Skid Metal
Babes fuck shit up
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
Metal, Garage

December 29 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Tawny Le Sabre throws her own fake
New Year’s extravaganza 
Starring: NYC Tranny Granny of Glam
Punk JAYNE COUNTY, NYC, brings
you her Rock and Roll Resurrection.
Underground icon of The Factory,
Max’s Kansas City, CBGB’s: live in T.O.
for first time in 15 years. Backed by
the Fashion Victims

DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
Metal, Garage
Get your ass here early and rock

2001
January 26 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: 1 year anniversary
Tawny Le Sabre hosts Roller Derby
2001. Strap on those skates kids!!
(including roller derby skaters 
Coco La Crème, John Caffery, 
Miss Margot, and more)
Starring: THE NEED: Direct from
Olympia, Washington Carnivalesque
Dyke Metal
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, 
and Will Munro spin Rock, Punk,
Metal, Glam, New Wave
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February 23 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Guest Host and DJ: Plastik Patrik
from Montreal with Tawny and 
Tanya as unicorn twins
Live solo performance: Kembra
Pfahler of the Voluptuious Horror 
of Karen Black
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch and Rawbrt
spin Rock, Punk, Glam, New Wave,
Metal

March 30 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Rock n Roll Queer Bar
Starring: MO B. DICK, NYC’s hardest
workin’ drag king with The Hidden
Cameras, T.O.’s own Christian Gay
Indie Pop sensation
Plus Tawny and Uncle Vlad unload a
competition packed full o’ fun
DJs: Ms. Leather 2001, Miss
Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and Will Munro

April 27 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: New Wave Karaoke
Starring: Chainsaw Recording Artist
TRACY and HER PLASTICS
Video killed the Karaoke Star? A
competition hosted by Tawny Le
Sabre & her evil mute twin Tanya (aka
Miss Margot)
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Glam, Punk,
New Wave, Metal
Get your ass here early and rock

May 25 at El Mocambo
Vazaleen: Prom Night Massacre
Host: Andrew Harwood will crown the
King & Queen of the Prom
Starring: LADY BUNNY back for
sloppy seconds plus T.O.s own
Jailbait Boy Rockers
CHEERLEADER
DJs: Rawbrt and Will Munro spin
Rock, Punk, Glam, Metal, New Wave
Prom Dress Code in effect

June 22 at El Mocambo 
Vazaleen: Show the Shame
Swallow your pride Toronto, it’s time
for SHAME 2001
New bitch on the block Anita Tweeze
will host the competition for Toronto’s
most shameful
Starring: Runaways Superstar CHERIE
CURRIE playing with local rockers
Don Pule, Beverley Beckinridge and
Andrew Zealley (Members of 5th
Column & Shadowy Men on a
Shadowy Planet)
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
Metal, New Wave

July 27 at El Mocambo 
Vazeline: Wet T-Shirt Contest
Starring: DADDY NYC Freaks, 
Glam Gods, and Rockstars
plus Tawny gets you wet for her wet
t-shirt and panties contest
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, 
and Will Munro spin Rock, Punk,
Glam, Metal

August 24 at El Mocambo
Vazaleen
Hosts: Suzy Richter and Will Munro 
Starring: Limp Wrist

September 28 at El Mocambo
Vaseline: Pornstars Extravaganza
Host: Tawny Le Sabre takes it D.P. Style
Starring: Temptress from Boston
Pornstar Search 2001. Win Cash Prize 

plus be immortalized in our Vazaleen
Pornstar photo shoot where u get to
keep the picture
DJs: Rawbrt, Miss Barbrafisch, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Metal,
New Wave, Glam

October 26 at the undead El
Mocambo
Vazaween 
Tawny Le Sabre hosts the Miss
Goooorrreeegeous 2001 competition
with cash prize for best costume
Starring: Jackie Beat of Wigstock, the
cock-squeeze box, NYC/L.A.
Bobbing for buttplugs
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
Metal, New Wave
Get your ass here early and rock

November 23 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Vaginal Creme Davis makes you
cream a second time, direct from L.A.
Live Performances: Skank, spoken
word cabaret from Vancouver
Rocket Tits, Toronto’s own all-girl
cover band
Tawny Le Sabre stirs shit up with her
cat fight competition
DJs: Rawbrt, Miss Barbrafisch, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Glam, Punk,
Metal, New Wave
Pleasuredome presents “Pure
Protein” Stephen Kent Jusick exposes
his Super 8 porn flicks

December 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Makeover Madness
featuring Luis Jacob, Joel Gibb, 
and Seymour Action
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
Starring: Superstar DJ sets from
Jayne County and Guy of the 
Toilet Böys

2002
January 25 at Lee’s Palace 
Vaseline: 2 year Anniversary
Tawny Le Sabre’s easy rider photo
shoot
Starring: The Deadly Snakes T.O.’s
own R’n’B reptiles
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch, Rawbrt, and
Will Munro spin Rock, Punk, Glam,
New Wave

February 22 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen 
Host: Tawny Le Sabre brings you ten
rounds of Boxing Bitches
Starring: Candyass from NYC: Hottie
Punx, Parinya Charoenphol, Trans
Thai Kickboxer
DJs: Rawbrt, Miss Barbrafisch, Will
Munro spin Metal, Glam, and Punk for
the Gaylords, Lezbos, and everyone
inbetween

March 29 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen 
Starring: Carole Pope
Tawny Le Sabre host T.O.’s beer gut
competition
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DJs: Jerry Leibowitz, Will Munro, and
guests spinning Rock, Glam, Metal,
Punk, and New Wave
Screening of Graham Holling’s
“Canada Sperm Bank of Satan”
Sweetest Ass

April 26 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Queer Rock
Host: Tawny Le Sabre makes you
work the pole like the pros
Live Performance: Rocket Tits and
Les Scandelles ‘70s ‘80s rock strip
tease classics
Starring: Guest DJ Michael T from
NYC, of Motherfucker
DJ: Miss Barbrafisch spinning Rock,
Glam, Punk, New Wave, Metal

May 31 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Queer Rockola
Host: Andrew Harwood and 
Tawny Le Sabre
Live Performance: Faggotron from
Olympia/Portland, fagpunktronic
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch spinning Rock, Glam,
Punk, New Wave
Come As You Are presents Jerk Off, 
a celebration cabaret for the May
Masturbatathon

June 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: SHAME 2002
Special Guests: The Toilet Böys NYC
Trash
2nd Floor Disco Backroom DJs:
Tawny Le Sabre, DJ Mike EB, and Mix
Film Program 

DJs: Rawbrt, Will Munro, and Miss
Barbrafisch Rock Your Ass
2 Floors of Shame
Come early and skip line up

July 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: World Perverted 
Youth Day
Sacrilegious Dress Code in effect
Tawny Le Sabre hosts a Crucifiction
Competition in honour of the Pope.
Also enjoy down and dirty baptisms
Starring: The Demolition Dollrods,
sinfully pornographic garage rock
from Detroit Motor City, Michigan
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch spinnin’ Religious Rock,
Glam, Punk, New Wave, Satanic
Heavy Metal

August 30 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Rock n Roll Discotheque
Host: Tawny Le Sabre blows inflate-
mates so you can pump discodollies 
Special Guests: From Montreal, the all
new sleaze, Glam Punk fronted by
Plastik Patrik
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch and Will Munro
spin Rock, Punk, Glam, Disco 

September 27 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Fashion Victims
Event Host: Compete in Fashion
Victim Extravaganza hosted by
Tawny Le Sabre
Losers, Fasionistas, Stylists,
Seamstresses, Flaming Faggots, and 
Fashion Rejects compete on the 

runway for cash money
Starring: Joey Arias, NYC Punk
Survivor, Legendary Drag Queen 
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch and Will Munro
spin Rock, Glam, New Wave, Punk,
Disco 

October 25 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazoween: Rock n Monster Bash 
Host: Tawny Le Sabre 
Spooky Guests: Jackie Hell and
Ursula Android
Costume Competition cash prize,
bobbing for butt plugs
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin Spooky Rock n Roll and Beyond
Costumes Mandatory

November 29 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: “Hang the DJ”
Host: Tawny Le Sabre & her twin
Tanya (aka Miss Margot)
Live performance: live and direct
from Surrey, BC, Stink Mitt, Cougarific
camel-toed rockin superstar MCs
Bring yr 45’s or 12”, try to win over
the crowd in under 60 seconds with
your favorite cuts
DJs: Rawbrt and Will Munro spin
Rock, New Wave, Old School Hip-
Hop, Metal

December 27 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen 
Special Guests: T Dot Talent Yo!!!
Gentleman Reg, Just Like the
‘Movies’, and Slutarded
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch spin Rock, Glam, Punk,
New Wave, Disco

2003
January 31 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: 3 Year Anniversary
Host: Tawny Le Sabre hosts an
evening of Punk and Soul 
Special Guests: Har Mar Superstar:
Ron Jeremy never had this much soul
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch spin Punk, Soul, Rock,
Glam, Rockabilly, New Wave

February 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Gang Bang 2003
Tawny Le Sabre will see you in 
the pit, suckers
Special Guests: The Gossip, Kill
Rockstars ass kickers
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch
Will your gang with the royal rumble
be crowned the winners of Vazaleen?

March 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
With that stupid bitch Tawny le Sabre
Special Guests: The Skinjobs,
Vancouver queer punk
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch
Hanky code in effect!! Show us your
kink with your custom hankys and
win cash

April 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Special Guests: The Butchies
Trixie and Beever host the best ink of
Vazaleen contest: get your tattoos
next door
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May 30 Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Special Guest: Scandalous secret live
talent not to be missed: Kimber
May mash-ups, bootlegs, covers, and
pirate recordings
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch

June 27 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: SHAME
Host: Plastik Patrik
Special Guests: Jayne County and 
the Electric Chairs
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, and Miss
Barbrafisch on 2 floors! Main Rock,
Disco, Electro, 2nd Hip-Hop
Come early rock hard

July 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Special Guest: Phiiliip
DJs: Will Munro and Rawbrt

August 29 at Lee’s Palace
Vaseline: Back To School
Live performance: Back to school
with Teenage Head, Legendary T.O.
Punkers! Joey Ramone’s favourite
band! Dean of Vazaleen offers
discipline in detention room
Participate in Queer Hazing Rituals
DJs: Will Munro, Rawbrt, Miss
Barbrafisch spin Rock, Punk, New
Wave, Glam, Metal

September 26 Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Bring it on Queerion
Live performance: Tracy & the
Plastics
LTTR zine launch, lesbians to the
rescue art publication
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin Rock, Punk, New Wave, Glam,
Metal
Video Dance Party, become a video
projection with Mix Motion Crew

October 31 at Lee’s Palace
Vazoween Costume Party, Dress
code enforced
Live performance: The King Cobra
from Oly, WA. Ex-Need’s Rachel and
Kembra Pfahler
Bobbing for butt plugs, enter
costume competition, win cash prizes
DJs: Will Munro, Miss Barbrafisch, and
Rawbrt spin Spooky Rock, Punk, New
Wave, Glam, Metal, Mash ups

November 28 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Open Late Not for the
Timid 
Live performance: Tamion 12 Inch,
ersatz audio synth punk
Spikey heel + Kinky taste
DJ: Will Munro

December 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Adam & Dave
Live performance: The Hidden Cameras 
In the union of wine
To be seen is to be blind

The cassette is a life
Then to pause and to rewind
Sit on Santa’s lap. Get an elf lap dance.
DJ: Will Munro

2004
January 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Live Performance: Avenue D and 
The Slut Olympics

February 27 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen 

March 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Special Guests: Olympia,
Washington’s Scream Club
DJs: Will Munro, Miss Barbrafisch, and
Rawbrt 

April 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen 
Live performance: The Organ
Andrew Harwood hunts down TO’s
wettest blanket 
DJ: Will Munro

May 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Andrew Harwood hosts an 8-
day Petroleum Party
Special Guests: direct from LA, the
legendary Jackie Beat with Dirty
Sanchez
DJ: Will Munro

June 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Show Yr Shame
Host: Plastic Patrik 
Special Guest: Performing live with
band, Nina Hagen
DJ: Will Munro

July 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Pillow Fights in the Pit!
Rock n Roll Dance Party 
Live Performance: Gossip
DJ: Will Munro

August 27 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Summer Camp means
short shorts, tube socks! Bring your
flash lites and play spin the bottle!
Special Guest: from San Francisco,
Will Power and Imperial Teen
Dear Mom and Dad, Camp Vazaleen
is lots of fun. I won a ribbon for water
sports and counsellor Will Power has
a present in his pocket for me Friday
night. Miss you lots! <3 Mikey
DJ: Will Munro

September 24 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Extreme Hair Salon
Special Guests: Duchess Says
DJ: Will Munro

October 29 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazoween: Costume Dress code in
effect
Host: Andrew Harwood
Special Guests: with Amazing!
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Terrorizing performers Les Georges
Leningrad!
Bobbing for butt plugs, freaky
costume competition
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin Rock n Roll, Monster Mashups

November 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Special Guests: Local openers
Crackpuppy and Boston’s hot tranny
rock Secret Cock
DJs: Rawbrt and Will Munro spin
Rock, Glam, Punk, New Wave, Metal
Mashups
Gogo: Coco La Crème and Cockwolf

December 31 at Lee’s Palace 
New Year’s Eve Vazaleen
Host: Andrew Harwood lets you
spank his baby new year
Special Guests: Montreal Electro Dyke
Punks Lezzies on X
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin Rock, Glam, Punk, New Wave,
Metal Mashups

2005
January 28 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: 5 Year Anniversary
Host: Andrew Harwood 
Special Guests: From Surrey BC, 
Cougar MCs rock the mic Stink Mitt

GoGo dancers: Coco La Crème and
Cockwolf
DJs: Will Munro and Rawbrt spin
Rock, New Wave, Mashups, Punk,
Hip-Hop, Electro

February 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Andrew Harwood
Special Guests: G/L/A/S/S
C/A/N/D/Y from Portland
Troubleman Records, glam punk
disco
Gogo dancers: Coco La Crème and
Cockwolf
Video by Mix Motion 
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin Rock, Glam, New Wave,
Mashups, Punk, Indie, Electro

March 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Live Performance: with local child
stars, Kids on T.V.
Tawny Le Sabre returns from the
Dead. Time to ‘get off the stage’
Gogo dancers: Coco La Crème and
Cockwolf
Video: Mix Motion 
DJ: Binky Plus spins Rock, Glam, 
New Wave, Indie, Electro, Mashups

April 29 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen 
Host: Tawny Le Sabre 
Special Guest: Drag Legend 
Jackie Beat
Gogo dancers: Coco La Crème and
Cockwolf

Video: Mix Motion
DJs: Miss Barbrafisch and Will Munro
spin Rock

May 27 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Universal Supreme Beauty
Host: Andrew Harwood
Special Guests: Miss Edmonton Teen
Burger !Live! Domains D’Or
DJ: Will Munro spins Rock, New
Wave, Indie, Punk

June 24 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Live performance: First Canadian
appearance of ESG, live for the first
time in Toronto: legendary punk funk
sisters
DJ: Will Munro spins Punk, Disco
Video: Mix Motion
2nd floor – Sandy and May (hump
day bump) spinning Vazaleen
classics, Radio Rock, Punk

July 29 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: San Fran Invasion
Host: Andrew Harwood hosts fast
food eating comp.
Live performance: Frisco Crisco Disco
with GRAVY TRAIN Kill Rock Stars
dance party
VERONICA LIPGLOSS & the Evil Eyes 
post punk post genital
Gogo dancer: Coco La Crème

DJs: Will Munro and Kevin Hegge
make you dance like Richard
Simmons

August 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Live performance: LIMP WRIST,
reunion of allstar faggot hardcore
Punk till you Puke with 
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
STAGE DIVING COMPETITION

September 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen 
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
Live performance: The Hidden
Cameras
DJs: Will Munro and friends spin
Rock, Soul, Indie, Mashups, Punk
Gogo dancers: Coco La Crème and
Cockwolf

October 28 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazoween
Host: Andrew Harwood
Live performance: From Berlin: Boy
From Brazil Cramps electro and
Special Guest
Andrew Harwood hosts Bobbing for
buttplugs, $7 with Costume, $12
without
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
bring the Monster Mash
Rad music for bad people
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November 25 at Lee’s Palace
Will Munro Presents Alien Drag
Abduction… It’s Vazaleen
Host: Tawny Le Sabre and Vanité
Vanité (aka LadyFag)
Starring: Lady Bunny, drag royalty,
NYC legend
DJs: Will Munro and guests spin
Gogo dancers: Cockwolf and 
Coco la Crème 

December 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Andrew Harwood and RM
Vaughan 
Special Guests: LEZZIES ON X 
DJs: Will Munro and guest spin Rock,
Punk, Electro, New Wave, Disco
Gogo dancers: Cockwolf and Coco 
La Crème shake ass

2006
January 27 at Lee’s Palace
Will Munro Executes the Death 
of Vazaleen
Host: Zombie Drag Queens 
Tawny Le Sabre, Andrew Harwood,
Keith Cole, and Vanitee Vanitee
DJs: Will Munro and Miss Barbrafisch
spin all of the baseline classics from
over the years
Gogo dancers: last dance with 
Coco La Crème and Cockwolf
Bring flowers, dress up, dance until
your feet bleed. It’s the end of an era;
have some scars to show for it
Hear Ye, suffur thee execution o’ thee 

very end o’ thee pursuit o’ mantang
that ‘tis vazaleen. Yes, the end! After
6 years, better recognize! Props to all
the bands, DJs, dancers, hosts &
contestants who will always burn
within our loins!

June 23 at Lee’s Palace 
Vazaleen: Before Pride There is Shame
Come and get your now Bi Annual
injection of Vazaleen. It will return
again for Halloween
Host: Andrew Harwood and
girlfriends 
Special Guests: Local up and coming
legends Fritz Helder & The Phantoms,
Paris is Burning circa 2006
Video mixing and Gogo dancers
DJ: Will Munro spinning Punk, Electro,
New Wave, Rock, Mashups

Saturday Oct 28 at Lee’s Palace
Vazoween
Host: Tawny Le Sabre
Special Guests: The Slits, No 
Dynamics, and Apes
DJs: Will Munro and Mikey Apples

2007
June 25 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen
Host: Tawny Le Sabre hosting Carnie
Cock Ring Toss 
Special Guests: Phiiliip, NYC “BUTT”
coverboy
DJs make you rock hard

2008
June 27, at Wrongbar
Vazaleen: Shame
Host: Andrew Harwood
Special Guests: Live from Kansas City,
Missouri, SSION, Fools Gold Records,
hot ass queer punk dance video
performance glitz
Performance by: Fay Slip
DJs: Will Munro and Skull Tumor Crew
spin Rock, Punk, Electro, New Wave,
Dance

Oct 31 at Lee’s Palace 
Will Munro presents Vazoween 
Costume Dress Code
Host: Mary Messhausen 
Live performance: Nobra from London

Bobbing for Butt Plugs & Costume
Competition
Gogo dancers: Cockwolf and 
Coco la Crème
DJ: Spooky Sounds by Will Munro

2009
June 26 at Lee’s Palace
Vazaleen: Shame
Special Guests: Live from NYC, MEN,
ex le Tigre and the Ballet
Host: Mary Messhausen
DJs: Lynne T and Will Munro

October 30 at Lee’s Palace
Vazoween 
Host: Keith Cole
Special Guests: SALEM from Detroit
Visuals by Black Light Association 
of Canada
Bobbing for buttplugs & Costume
competition
DJs: Spook Sounds by Will Munro 
and Rory Themfinest
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PEROXIDE
@ Club 56 (unless noted) 2002–2009
Posters designed and printed by Will Munro
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top: April 2002 @ Lee’s Palace; May, 
July, September 2002; October 2002 
@ Tallulah’s Cabaret; December 2002

bottom: January, March, April, May, 
June 2005; February 2008
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NO T.O.
Fridays @ Thymeless Bar (unless noted) 2004–2008
Posters designed and printed by Will Munro
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top: February, April, August, December 2005;
January, May 2006

bottom: June 2006; January 2007 @ The Beaver;
no date/location; October 2007 @ The Silver
|Dollar; November 2007 @ The Beaver; December
2007 @ The Silver Dollar
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MOUSTACHE
Thursdays @ Remingtons 2005–2006 
Posters designed and printed by Will Munro and Team Macho
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top: February, April, July, September, 
November, December 2005

bottom: January, February, April, May, 
June, August 2006
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MISERABLE MONDAYS 
Mondays @ The Beaver 2006–2008 
Posters designed by Kevin Hegge and printed by Will Munro

top: March, April, December 2006
bottom: July, October, November 2007
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XEROX 
Fridays @ The Beaver 2006–2009
Posters designed and printed by Will Munro

top: no date; September, December 2006
bottom: January, March 2007; January 2009
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CHUNK 
Saturdays @ The Beaver 2007
Posters designed and printed by Danny Buchanan

top: January, February, March 2007
bottom: April & May 2007
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7th HEAVEN 
Various nights and clubs 2006–2007
Posters designed by Will Munro and Jamie Sin, printed by WIll Munro

top: August 2006 @ El Amigo; 
December 2006, February 2007
@ White Orchid

bottom: June 2007 @ Crosstown;
December 2007 @ Wrong Bar
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WILL
MUNRO

Bruce LaBruce

The night before I heard Will Munro had passed on to 
that great rock’n’roll fag bar in the sky, I was sitting in
Trinity Bellwoods Park smoking a joint with my good friend
and his, Kevin Hegge, the cute young man who used to
work at Rotate This to tell you what cool music to buy.

oppostie: Illustration by Daryl Vocat (detail) 
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168 BRUCE LABRUCE

Earlier in the evening, Kevin and I had gone to see legendary Lydia Lunch at the Royal,
whose eloquent spoken-word diatribe against this increasingly fascist world was still
ringing in our ears. Long story short, a young cop emerged from a cherry top to inform
us snidely that it was against the law for us to be there at 2:30 a.m., and that because
there was a random empty beer bottle under our bench, he had the right to search our
backpacks. The fact that he failed to >nd my secret cache of illicit substances, from
poppers on up, was the only upside to this sobering encounter, which made me realize,
>nally, that we are pretty much on the verge of, if not already, living in a police state.
(FYI, Toronto Bylaw Section 608-9 B states: “Unless authorized by permit, no person
shall use, enter, or gather in a park between the hours of 12:01 a.m. and 5:30 a.m.” In
other words, walking through any public park in Toronto after midnight is illegal and
subject to a considerable fine.)

I bring up this incident now because it represents exactly the kind of Toronto — and
world — that Will Munro always fought against.

Although Will himself didn’t smoke or drink or do drugs — he was always a straight-
edge queen, and a vegan to boot — he never passed judgment on anyone who did, and
in fact he was all about celebrating various sorts of nonconformist, rebellious, and anti-
authoritarian behaviour. The loss of Will hits so many of us so hard because he was a
warrior in that regard, someone who was o=ended by the very idea of being boring and
conventional. In his own words, he always said he wanted to see “a lot of freak ?ags
?ying in Toronto.” And his, I say with the utmost admiration, was one of the freakiest.

Will was always an art fag par excellence, even in his OCAD days causing consternation
with his choice of medium (found underwear, largely) and his de>ant, open queerness.
For many years, he volunteered at an LGBT youth crisis hotline, providing an empathetic
ear for kids who found it di;cult to cope in a homophobic world. Empathy, in fact, was
one of the essential parts of Will’s character. He was a great listener, and he always
made you feel good about yourself. He also rarely had a bad thing to say about anybody.
These are exceedingly rare qualities.

Let there be no mistake, though: Sheena was a punk rocker. Will had a very distinct
punk sensibility, both in musical taste and attitude, and he enjoyed walking on the wild
side. He had a fondness for the macabre and the grotesque, occasionally dressing up in
drag as a zombie hag from hell. His infamous guerilla birthday parties, wherein dozens
of his friends and comrades would descend in costume on a particular subway car and
party while literally hanging from the overhead handrails by their knees, creating general
panic and a public nuisance, were just his style. No mindless vandalism, no hostility:
just a fun reminder that it’s okay to act out in public, to break the rules, to challenge the
status quo. It’s hard to imagine getting away with something like that in Toronto now.
More’s the pity.

Will was a real Renaissance man — a successful artist (collaborating with a host of
Toronto’s most creative characters, including Luis Jacob and Jeremy Laing), but also a
respected DJ, promoter, activist, and restaurateur. He truly hit his stride with Vazaleen,
a club night that allowed him to combine all his favourite obsessions: punk and no-wave
rock’n’roll music, queers, dykes, trannies, pornography, performance art, go-go dancers,
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wild costumes, public indecency, strap-on dildos, what have you. He was the only pro-
moter in town who consistently brought in the international royalty of queer and under-
ground performers, everyone from Stink Mitt to Limp Wrist to Vaginal Crème Davis to
Cherie Curie to Jayne County to Carol Pope to the Toilet Böys to Kembra Pfahler. (I took
a particularly memorable road trip to Niagara Falls with Kembra and Will the day after
she performed at Vazaleen, a memory I will always cherish.) He also provided an early
platform for now more widely known musical forces such as Peaches, The Hidden
Cameras, and The Gossip. Vazaleen, which started at the El Mocambo before moving to
Lee’s Palace, was the >rst real homo club of note outside the gay ghetto, opening up
queer culture to a broader audience of like-minded mis>ts of all genders and sexual
persuasions. In Will’s own words: “When I started doing Vazaleen I was like >nally
there is a space where you can do fucking anything and no one is going to turn their
nose up at you.” In a nutshell, that was Will’s credo.

Will insisted on being inclusive, but he also never betrayed his old school gay roots. Of
all his club nights, one of my favourites was Moustache, which he held upstairs at
Remingtons, Toronto’s only gay male strip bar. It was so much fun to see people of all
sexes and ages participating in the amateur strip competition alongside the professional
male strippers and the regular clientele. Only Will could pull o= that kind of bizarre
cultural fusion.

After Vazaleen, Will doggedly pursued his promise of creating life outside the ghetto by
turning the Beaver Café (with Lyn McNeil) into the >rst real hothouse of queer activity
on the west side. It was only after several successful years there that he discovered he
had a brain tumour. It was a particularly aggressive form of cancer (one more often
found in children), and it’s a testament to his heart and determination, his unwaveringly
positive attitude about everything, and his sheer love of life that he valiantly fought the
disease for two years. I think we all believed that if anyone could beat it, against all
conceivable odds, Will could.

The last time I had a chance to speak at length with Will was at his art opening at the
Paul Petro gallery a couple of months ago. The cancer had already come back with a
vengeance and he was a bit fragile, but what struck me was that he maintained the same
commitment to his art, the same positive energy, the same consistency of attitude,
and the same generosity of spirit that he’d always had. It was beyond humbling.

From all reports, Will was surrounded by an extremely loyal, loving, and supportive
group of family and friends, including his boyfriend Peter, until the end. I know that
many people are profoundly and painfully feeling the loss of this gentle, elegant soul,
including yours truly. Toronto is already a much, much dimmer and less bearable place
without him.

Reprinted with permission from Torontoist (May 25, 2010)
http://torontoist.com/2010/05/will_munro_by_bruce_labruce/
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2012 
History, Glamour, Magic, Art Gallery
of York University, Toronto, ON

2011 
Inside The Solar Temple of the
Cosmic Leather Daddy, La Centrale
Galerie Powerhouse, Montreal, QC

2010 
Total Eclipse: Will Munro, 
Toronto Now series, Art Gallery of
Ontario, Toronto, ON

Inside The Solar Temple of the
Cosmic Leather Daddy, Paul Petro
Contemporary Art, Toronto, ON

2006
Punk ’Til You Puke!, Art Metropole,
Toronto, ON (curator)

2005
Blank Generation, Paul Petro
Contemporary Art, Toronto, ON

2004
Untitled window installation, 
YYZ Artists’ Outlet, Toronto, ON

2003
Virginia Puff-Paint, 
Zsa Zsa Gallery, Toronto, ON

2002
Underwear, 
Zsa Zsa Gallery, Toronto, ON

Strip Show, Remington’s Strip Bar,
Toronto, ON

2001
Will Munro in the Window, 
Art System, Toronto, ON

2000
Boys Do First Aid, Overflo Gallery,
Akau Framing, and Iodine, 
Toronto, ON

1998
Will Munro: Site Specific Installations,
Who's Emma, Toronto, ON

2013
Editions Part 2, Paul Petro
Contemporary Art, Toronto, ON

Rare & Raw, Leslie-Lohman Museum
of Gay and Lesbian Art, New York, NY
(curated by Steph Rogerson and
Kelly McCray)

2009
Bowie, Clark Faria Gallery, Toronto, ON

New Wank, Paul Petro Multiples +
Small Works, Toronto, ON

Funkaesthetics, Justina M. Barnicke
Gallery, University of Toronto, ON

2008
Radical Drag: Transformative
Performance, Galerie SAW Gallery,
Ottawa, ON

Straight to Hell — In Cock We Trust,
Exile Gallery, Berlin, Germany

Explicit Fantastic: Sex(y) in
Contemporary Culture, Keep Six
Contemporary, Toronto, ON

GENDER ALARM! Nouveaux
féminismes en art actuel, La Centrale
Galerie Powerhouse, Montreal, QC

Dick in a Box, Jersey City Artist Center,
New Jersey, NJ

2007
Little Dude, Paul Petro Contemporary
Art, Toronto, ON

2006
Flex Your Textiles, John Connelly
Presents, New York, NY

Evidence of 30 Years, Art Metropole,
Toronto, ON

2005
Instant Coffee: Year of Perfect Days,
Sparwasser HQ, Berlin, Germany

2004
Paul Petro @ TAAFI, Toronto, ON
(two person exhibition with Matthias
Herrmann)

Sorry for the Inconvenience, 
Junction Arts Festival, Toronto, ON 
(curated by Emelie Chhangur & Alissa
Firth-Eagland)

Elusive Quality, Liverpool Biennial, UK

Elusive Quality (part of Explosion
LTTR: Practice More Failure), Art in
General, NYC

Electric Eye, 
Sis Boom Bah, Toronto, ON

Toronto Exchange Club, 
Parlour Projects, Brooklyn, NY 
(curated by Paige Gratland)

Sinbad in the Rented World, 
Art Gallery of York University,
Toronto, ON (curated by Philip Monk)

2003
This is Paradise, Peter Richmond
Gallery, Toronto, ON (curated by
Alissa Firth-Eagland)

The Michael Jackson Show, 
Zsa Zsa Gallery, Toronto, ON

Summer Group Show, Paul Petro
Contemporary Art, Toronto, ON

2002
Craft, Craft, Craft, 
Zsa Zsa Gallery, Toronto, ON

Love Moi/Glove Moi, S.P.I.N. Gallery,
Toronto, ON (two person exhibition
with Evergon)

The Drake Hotel & C International
Gala for the Toronto International 
Art Fair (installations curated by
Eileen Sommerman)

Platinum Oasis, The Coral Sands
Motel, Los Angeles (curated by 
Ron Athey & Vaginal Crème Davis)

One Surprising Party, Art Gallery of
Ontario, Toronto, ON 

Headquarters — alternative & artist
clothing space

2001
I Believe In the Good of Life, 
West Wing, Toronto, ON

Status/Antistatus, 
West Wing, Toronto, ON

The Lefty Show, 
A Space Gallery, Toronto, ON

Spring Break, Zsa Zsa, Toronto, ON

Breakfast of Champeens, Paul Petro
Contemporary Art, Toronto, ON

2000
Dead Teenagers, 
West Wing, Toronto, ON

The Lonely Lisgar Performance
Festival, Mercer Union, Toronto, ON

Queer Quilting, in conjunction with
The Lesbian, Gay, Bi Youth Line, 
and the Community Arts Biennale,
Toronto, ON

Fashion Queen, S.P.I.N. Gallery,
Toronto, ON

1997
untitled exhibition, Nora Vaughan
Gallery, Toronto, ON (two person
exhibition with Chandra Bulucon)

2012 
Sarah Liss, “Force of Will,” The Grid
(28 June 2012), 41–4.

Jaime Woo, “ Remember Will Munro
with History, Glamour, Magic,”
Torontoist (16 February 2012):
http://torontoist.com/2012/02/
remembering-will-munro-with-
history-glamour-magic/

Jonathan Valelly, “Will Munro’s Magic,”
FAB Magazine (15 February 2012), 12–3.

David Balzer, “Will Munro: Ecstatic
Legacies,” Canadian Art Online 
(26 January 2010): http://www.
canadianart.ca/reviews/2012/01/
26/will_munro/

Ben Kaplan, “The Pitch: Will Munro,
History, Glamour, Magic,” National
Post Online (26 January 2012):
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/
01/26/the-pitch-will-munro-history-
glamour-magic/

Terence Dick, “Toronto,” Akimblog
(24 January 2012): http://www.akimbo
.ca/akimblog/index.php?id=507

Fran Schechter, “Magical Munro,” 
Now Magazine (19 January 2012), 60.

Lucas Costello, “Remembering Will
Munro’s Vision for Toronto,” Toronto
Star Online (18 January 2012):
http://speakyourmind.thestar.com/
blog-post/will-munro

Sholem Krishtakla, “A Magic Resting
Place for Will Munro,” Toronto
Standard (13 January 2012): http://
torontostandard.com/culture/a-magic-
resting-place-for-will-munro

Murray Whyte, “Will Power,” 
Toronto Star (12 January 2012), E4.

Chris Dupuis, “Remembering Will
Munro,” Xtra! (12 January 2012), 20.

Ali Hersi, “Honouring Will Munro, 
‘an art fag par excellence,’” Excalibur
(4 January 2012), 12.

Thai Bowers, “History, Glamour, Magic:
A review,” YU Free Press (Winter
2012), 21.

2011
RM Vaughan, “Will Munro,” This
Magazine 44:6 (May/Jun 2011), 44.

Solo Exhibitions Group Exhibitions Publicity and Publications 

WILL MUNRO CV
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2010
Brent Ledger, “Gay men don’t only
die from AIDS,” Toronto Star (18
September 2010), L7.

Sholem Krishtakla, “Visions of Will
Munro,” Xtra! (12 August 2010), 19.

Murray Whyte, “Force of culture,”
Toronto Star (5 August 2010), E1.

Amish Morrell, “Transcendence,” 
C Magazine 106 (Summer 2010), 2.

Bruce LaBruce, “Will Munro: Inside
the Solar Temple of the Cosmic
Leather Daddy,” C Magazine 106
(Summer 2010), 46–47.

Jon Davies, “My Rectum is not a Grave:
Will Munro’s ‘Inside the Solar Temple
of the cosmic Leather Daddy,’” Fuse
(Summer 2010), 48–9.

Peter Dubé, “Will Munro,” Espace 92
(Summer 2010), 45.

“Will Munro, 1975-2010” [portfolio],
Magenta Magazine (27 May 2010):
http://www.magentamagazine.com/
3/portfolios/will-munro

Bruce LaBruce, “Will Munro,” Torontoist
(25 May 2010): http://torontoist.com/
2010/05/will_munro_by_bruce_
labruce

Leila Pourtavaf, “Will Munro Believes
in Magic,” No More Potlucks: anonyme
(2010): http://nomorepotlucks.org/
site/will-munro-believes-in-magic

N. Moore and L. Gibb, “Will Munro
1975-2010,” Broken Pencil 48 (2010), 9.

2009
Bert Archer, “The Evolution of the 
Big Gay Dance Party,” Spacing
(Spring/Summer 2009), 17.

2007
RM Vaughan, “Generation V,” Toronto
Life (September 2007), 33.

2006
Michael Pihach, “Vazaleen Dries Up,”
FAB Magazine (26 January 2006),
30–1.

Kevin Ritchie, “Vazaleen Slips Away,”
Dose (26 January 2006), 15.

Benjamin Boles, “Vazaleen R.I.P.” 
Now Magazine (26 January 2006), 61.

2005
“I want to infuse pop music …,” C
Magazine 88 (Winter 2005), 24–25.
Artist project.

“Knotty but Nice,” DNA (March 2005),
66–9. Photo spread.

“Bondage + Briefs,” Männer (January
2005), 80–7. Photo spread.

2004
Fateema Sayani, “Everybody Do the
Vazaleen,” Ottawa Citizen (4 November
2004), E3.

Kate Scott, “The Joining Power of the
Stitch,” Knitknit 4 (October 2004),
14–5.

RM Vaughan, “Sinbad in the Rented
World: embraces the excesses of
camp and pinpoints a new queer
aesthetic in Toronto art,” Canadian
Art 21.3 (Fall 2004), 94–96.

Mike Doherty, “Leather Rebels Provide
the Muse: Toronto gallery showcases
works based on songs by Judas Priest,”
The Globe and Mail (12 July 2004), R3. 

“Hottest reason to pull down your
pants,” Out (June 2004), 144.

[Peaches models underwear], 
C Magazine (Spring 2004). 
Cover photo.

David Hart, “Queer as Punk: An
interview with Scott Treleaven and
Will Munro,” Lesbian and Gay
Archivist (Spring 2004), 8–9.

“Brief Encounter,” Attitude (February
2004), 22–3. Photo spread.

Peter Goddard, “Will Munro’s brief
history of art shockers,” Toronto Star
(10 January 2004), H12.

Mike E. B., “The Westside Stitchers’
Couture Club: Sew and Tell,” Hive 3
(2004), 18. 

2003
SHAG: Artist porn publication (2002).
Photo spread.

Michael Glassbourg, dir., “Will Munro,”
Artist’s Life series, Ticklescratch
Productions. 30 minute documentary
aired on Showcase Television. 

Tammy Eckenswiller, “Tee bee or not
tee bee?” Toronto Star (4 September
2003), H4.

“Angry Underwear,” Squeeze
(September 2003). Artist project.

Amber Toutant, “Art in Brief(s),” Green
Banana (Summer 2003), 20–1; 34.

Sarah Liss, Thomas Hirschmann, and
Benjamin Boles, “The Munro Doctrine,”
Now Magazine (26 June 2003), 36–9.
Cover story.

Will Munro, “Pride Terrorism,” 
FAB Magazine (5 June 2003).

Ben Reardon, “Big Willy Style,” I-D
(June 2003), 52.

David Graham, “Iron Will,” Toronto Star
(8 May 2003), E1.

Dave White, “I see London, I see
France, I love your rockin’ underpants,”
Unzipped (February 2003).

2002
John Palmer, “Courting the Queen 
of Vazaleen,” FAB Magazine
(19 December 2002), 30–3.

Leah Rumack, “Alternative art for the
Pope,” National Post (26 July 2002),
PM2.

Will Munro, “Soft Rock 2001,” Fuse
(June 2001). Artist project.

Bruce LaBruce, “a boy’s own skivvies,”
Dutch 39 (May/June 2002), 72. 

RM Vaughan, “Opening Up the 
Y-front: Will Munro’s war against
conformity,” Xtra! (2 May 2002), 27.

Denise Benson, “Will Power,” Eye
Weekly (4 April 2002), 37.

“Vaseline: Interview with Will Munro,”
MAXIMUMROCKNROLL (March 2002).

2001
Christi Bradnox, “Shout at the Devil:
Will Munro gets his Knickers in a
Twist over a Lawsuit with Vaseline,”
Vice (December 2001), 43. 

Scott Anderson, “What’s in Will Munro’s
Underwear,” Lola (Fall 2001), 63.

Christopher Hutsul, “Glam Bang,”
Toronto Star (18 October 2001), K1–2.

2000
Peter Kingstone, “Will Munro,
Superhero,” Trade (Fall 2000), 3.

Sasha, “Pop Smear: Wet Panties 
and Stick Situations at Vaseline,” 
Eye Weekly (26 October 2000), 25.

Kieran Grant, “It’s Fun with Vaseline
where Anything Goes,” Toronto Sun
(26 October 2000).

Si Si Penaloza, “Instant Gratification,”
Lola (Fall 2000), 46.

Abi Slone, “Knights in White Satin,”
Xtra! (23 March 2000), 33.

Carl Wilson, “El Mo offers Queer
Night for ‘All the Freaks Out There’,”
The Globe and Mail (21 January 2000).

1999
Mitchel Raphael, “Relying on the
Cleanliness of Strangers,” National
Post (6 July 1999), B9.

1998
Christi Bradnox, “Tidbits,” Vice
(December 1998), 20.

Patricio Laso, “Underwear Anarchy:
Queer Patchworks of Protest,” Mix
Magazine (Fall 1998), 22.

1997
Michael Coren. “In Society Today,
Used Underwear is Art,” Toronto Sun
(June 1997).
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1 New Wave Not War, 2005
vinyl on flocked day-glo poster
each 22¾ x 34- inches (3)

2 Total Eclipse, 2005
hand-stitched fabric appliqué
33 x 45 inches

3 Dead Guys, 2005
silkscreen on paper
17- x 11- inches

4 Hardcore Babylon, 2005
hand-assembled fabric appliqué
46 x 35 inches

5 Black Fag – Henry Rollins vs. 
Vaginal Cream Davis, 2005
hand-stitched fabric appliqué
52 x 48 inches

6 No Tears For The Creatures 
of the Night, 2004
neon and plexiglass
48 x 17 inches

7 Silence = Death, 2005
silkscreen on poster
25¼ x 35 inches

8 Nomi Slipmat #1, 2005
hand-stitched felt
diameter 12 inches

9 Nomi Slipmat #2, 2005
hand-stitched felt
diameter 12 inches

10 (various titles), 2005
silkscreen on mirror
12 x 12 inches

11 Jackie 60, 2005
silkscreen on mirror
12 x 12 inches

12 Vest, 2003
spray paint on photo copies, tape

13 Leigh Bowery, 2005
hand-stitched underwear 
(work in progress)

14 Nomi #2, 2005
corked wool and felt
14 inches diameter

15 Vaseline, 2005
silkscreen on mirror
12 x 12 inches

16 Silence = Death, 2005
silkscreen on record sleeve, vinyl
12 x 12 inches

8 July to 30 July 2005
Paul Petro Contemporary Art
980 Queen St West, Toronto

WILL MUNRO 
BLANK GENERATION
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1 Scarab Denim Chain Sun God, 2010
denim and leather
56 x 74 inches

2 untitled, 2010
silkscreen on mirrored Plexi
48 x 60 inches
edition of two, #1

3 untitled, 2010
neon and Plexi
13 x 13 inches

4 Q.L.F. Triangle, 2010
silkscreen on mirror
12 x 12 inches
edition of twelve, #1

5 Infinity, 2010
stitched fabric
34 x 58 inches

6 Triangle Acid Denim, 2009
found denim jacket and leather

7 Spider Sex Sling, 2010
wood, macramé, leather, 
acrylic, metal rings, electrical 
components and plants 
84 x 60 x 48 inches

In the work on paper room:

8 Planetary Porn Portfolio, 2006-2009
silkscreen on bedsheets, suiting 
fabric, machined and hand-sewn
edition of ten

9 Leather Pharoah, 2009
T-shirts

26 February to 27 March 2010

Paul Petro Contemporary Art

980 Queen St West, Toronto

WILL MUNRO 
INSIDE THE SOLAR TEMPLE 
OF THE COSMIC LEATHER DADDY
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By the time Will Munro died in 2010 at the age of thirty-five, he was already a legend in
Toronto. He was known principally for his dance clubs, especially Vaseline, later renamed
Vazaleen, which began in 2000. But to the art community, Will Munro was always an artist,
and all his activities stemmed from being so. Will Munro: History, Glamour, Magic fully
documents his activities as an artist with emphasis on his exhibitions and artworks from
1998 on. Munro brought a queer punk DIY aesthetic to his artwork, which could never
be separated from his music interests. His role as a DJ and promoter is represented here
by a generous selection of posters promoting his music venues. This book is a fitting
tribute to Munro as a vibrant artist, community builder, and queer pedagogue.

D.A.P./DISTRIBUTED ART PUBLISHERS, INC.
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